
Case Study 

The Business Challenge 
 

The IT team supporting the finance group of this 40,000-employee brokerage needed high-capacity storage management 

options for their growing document management system. Additionally, SEC regulations necessitated high availability of 

their data, as well as data redundancy in case of a disaster impacting their IT facility. 

 

The Solution 
 

Having worked with BizTech Solutions previously, the client again approached us to help solve their storage and disaster 

recovery dilemma. The BizTech team assessed the client’s business processing needs and retention requirements and rec-

ommended utilizing two Plasmon UDO (ultra density optical) jukeboxes from Alliance Storage Technologies. Each jukebox 

provides roughly three times the optical storage capability of the company’s existing older device and significantly more 

capacity to store electronic invoices and other documents for the brokerage's finance department.  
 

PoINT Jukebox Manager software from PoINT Software Systems was implemented to write the electronic documents to 

optical platters. The department's electronic images are written immediately to optical storage and cached in a RAID 

(redundant array of independent disks) system for 90 days. This RAID system ensures that the brokerage's most com-

monly used documents are immediately accessible. Documents that are less routinely accessed (typically, images that are 

more than 90 days old) are available via nearline storage. 
 

To bring the company into compliance with SEC regulations, BizTech included a disaster recovery system as part of the 

solution. For redundancy, copies of the platters are made and then transferred to a disaster recovery site. This site con-

tains a Plasmon UDO with a single drive controlled by another copy of PoINT software that can load images onto the com-

pany's backup server if data at the company's offices is destroyed. In the event of a catastrophe, the brokerage can simply 

take the latest platter, put it into the single drive, and rewrite the most recent information back to the hard drive, making 

the data almost immediately available to staff. 
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 For more information: 
Tel: 732.761.2880  
Fax: 732.761.3936 
sales@forbiztech.com 
www.forbiztech.com 

About BizTech Solutions 
 

BizTech Solutions, Inc. is a Microsoft Gold Certified, ISV Managed Partner and award-winning systems integrator for Work Process 
Automation and Web Business Applications. The Company is a single source supplier of enterprise products for automation, workflow, 
document management, capture solutions, records management, electronic forms, and mobile computing. BizTech provides innova-
tive solutions to reduce operating costs and increase cash flow, focusing first on understanding the business requirements, and then 
applying technology where appropriate to provide competitive yet differentiating solutions for the client. 
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